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Metallic body odour is a common condition caused by one or a
combination of factors. The odour we recognise as a metallic
smell is actually the smell of our body's chemistry reacting with
the metal to form organic compounds. Blood. The high levels of
iron in blood cause it to smell metallic even after it has dried.

www.ehow.co.uk/facts_5659156_causes-metallic-body-odor_.html
What are the causes of metallic body odor? | eHow UK

What Causes a Metallic Smell? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Health › Pain & Symptoms
Reactions between chemical compounds on the skin and metals such as iron and copper
can generate a metallic smell, explains Nature. A copper imbalance in the body, which
triggers excessive yeast growth, can also cause a metallic odor, notes Dr. Lawrence
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triggers excessive yeast growth, can also cause a metallic odor, notes Dr. Lawrence
Wilson. Gum disease, also known as periodontal ...

Metallic Smell in Nose: Possible Causes | Safe Symptoms
https://safesymptoms.com/metallic-smell-in-nose
A metallic smell in the nose can be an alarming symptom. No matter what you go, or
what you do, the smell seems to stick with you.

Hot Hands and Feet · Contact · Burning Smells · Neck Cracking · Smell Cigarette Smoke

Metallic Smell in Nose - Causes | Med Mum
medmum.com/metallic-smell-in-nose
What causes metallic smell in the nose? While sometimes, the reasons are real, at
times, they can be imaginary causing a condition, called phantosmia

Metallic taste in mouth, Strange smell or taste, Taste of ...
https://symptomchecker.webmd.com/multiple-symptoms?symptoms...
WebMD Symptom Checker helps you find the most common medical conditions
indicated by the symptoms Metallic taste in mouth, Strange smell or taste, Taste of acid
in mouth and Unusual taste in mouth and including Heartburn/GERD, Medication reaction
or side-effect and Antibiotic use.

What Causes Metallic Smell in Nose? - The Healthy Apron
www.thehealthyapron.com › Blog
Experiencing metallic smell in nose and other types of phantom odors is a very frustrating
experience.If you start to suffer from phantosmia, you should do the following..

Why do i have a metallic smell? - JustAnswer
https://www.justanswer.com/medical/25ci6-metallic-smell.html
I am having trouble with... I am having trouble with smelling a metallic smell almost
constantly. The only time I don't notice it is when I am away from home for several days.
I first thought it was from a medicine as I take so many, but those few days away with
out the smell now makes me wonder. It ...

Does My Vagina Smell Healthy? 5 Common Vaginal
Odors ...
https://www.bustle.com/articles/64679-does-my-vagina-smell-healthy...
Does My Vagina Smell Healthy? 5 Common Vaginal Odors, Explained. ... Metallic Scent.
... Smell will never be your only symptom with a yeast infection, ...

Odd Smells Or Tastes - anxiety symptoms -
anxietycentre.com
www.anxietycentre.com/anxiety-symptoms/smells-or-tastes.shtml
Anxiety symptoms, taste and smell symptoms, tinny, metallic, ammonia, blood-like,
bitter, or odd or unusual smell or taste in the mouth and nose.

Why do i smell metallic in my nose - Doctor answers on ...
https://www.healthcaremagic.com/.../why-do-i-smell-metallic-in-my-nose
What causes metallic sweet smell in nose with ovarian cysts? Hi, I am experiencing a
metallic sweet smell in my nose ( I think).My room smells of it too.I'm also experiencing
some serious night sweats .

Why does my urine have a metallic or copper smell? - â€¦
https://www.quora.com/Why-does-my-urine-have-a-metallic-or-copper...
First of all, I am not a doctor and it is definitely necessary for you to seek medical advice
and this is why? The metallic stench is ammonia.. An Healthy person's urine is colourless
and odourless and an indication of your stench in your urine ...

What does it mean if your breath smells metallic? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-does-it-mean-if-your-breath-smells-metallic
What does it mean if your breath smells metallic? ... The most commently reason if your
breath smells metallic , ... Are you getting the smell when are following a ...
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Is a metallic smell during my period normal?



What are the causes of metallic body odor?



Why do I smell metal?
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